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Abstract—In recently developed wireless communication systems, circular polarization (CP) antennas
are used for communication links to reduce the natural loss eﬀect in receivers. Therefore, in this paper,
a dual-band microstrip slot antenna based on a parallel split ring resonator with circular and linear
polarization which can be used for wireless and WiMAX applications is presented. The ﬁnal antenna to
design is based on inspired split ring resonators (SRR) to achieve circular polarization and compact size
and with special parallel form of the SRR and straight feed line. We have achieved higher bandwidth
in the requested frequency range with dual-band characteristics. The ﬁnal antenna has a bi-directional
pattern with circular polarization at the range of 2.9–3.65 GHz and bandwidths of 2–3.6 and 3.8–4.8 GHz
with VSWR < 2 for WLAN, Bluetooth and radar applications for IEEE WLAN protocol with gain of 5–
6 dBi, respectively. The size of the prototype patch antenna is 40×40 mm2 . It is designed and fabricated
on an FR-4 low cost substrate with εr = 4.4 and a thickness of 1.6 mm. It is simulated using HFSS
full wave software. In addition, the experimental results are presented and compared with simulation
for VSWR, radiation patterns and axial ratio. The periodic analysis has been used for extracting the
metamaterial parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, much research has been done on the development of left-handed Metamaterials
(LHMs) due to their special and unique properties such as negative permittivity and permeability that
are not found in nature [1, 2]. Metamaterials are more frequently used in antenna and microwave circuits,
in order to increase the bandwidth and miniaturize the antenna [3, 4]. Generally, metamaterials include
DNG (double negative) and SNG (single negative). ENGs (epsilon negative) are a group of SNGs with
negative ε [5].
Therefore, a split ring resonator (SRR) is introduced because of its left-hand (LH) characteristics,
and it is made by two concentric metallic rings with gaps in each ring on opposite sides in rectangular
and circular forms [6, 7].
However, recently various shapes of these metamaterials have been used for making a frequency
notched in UWB antenna with circular and rectangular slots in the monopole antenna or feed line [8, 9],
miniaturization of the waveguide for ﬁlter designing [10, 11] or microstrip band-pass ﬁlter (BPF) with
a broad-side coupled triple split-ring resonator (T-SRR) [12], and SRR and Defected Ground Structure
(DGS) are combined in one structure [13].
Split ring resonator (SRR) elements are known as a special parasitic form of metamaterials which
are used in microstrip antenna and ﬁlter design [14–16] where the ring plays the role of a resonator with
the gap working as a capacitance and metal strip ring as an inductance in our circuit [15]. In addition,
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the coupling between rings has developed some new inductance and capacitance and multi-resonance
devices which are noticed in antenna and microwave multi-band applications [17], and in this paper, we
notice this quality in the microstrip antenna.
In addition, two diﬀerent models of implementations of SRR slot and load for circular polarization
(CP) are studied by Zarrabi et al. [18, 19]. They show that metamaterial loading can make circular
polarization by controlling the current distribution on the surface of patch or slot antenna.
Typically, circular polarizations in antennas reduce the losses caused by multipath eﬀects, between
the transmitter and receiver antennas. The CP antenna, because of its low proﬁle, small size, and
lightweight, is attractive for portable wireless application such as Tablets. Therefore, a circular slot
antenna with TE11 mode and a c-strip metal for circular polarization is given in [20].
Various methods for achieving circular polarization in microstrip antennas are available, such
as using triple proximity-fed method by adjusting 120◦ phase shift between the feeds [21], circular
polarization synthetic aperture radar (CP-SAR) operated in L-band by using the elliptical slot [22]. In
addition, truncation or corner stubs are the conventional methods for achieving UWB characteristics
with circular polarization by coplanar waveguide feed (CPW) [23, 24]. However, there exist various
methods for generating circular polarization in slot antennas such as square-ring slot antenna fed with an
L-shaped coupling strip for Wi-Fi application at 2.5 GHz [25], dual-square-ring-shaped slot for WiMAX
applications at 3 GHz [26], and two-slot rings for 1.6 and 2.5 GHz [27]. CPW feed slot antennas are
noticed for their facility of achieving circular polarization by means of two asymmetrical C-shaped strips
with dual-band characteristics at 2.5 and 5.2 GHz [28] and corner truncated ground [29].
In this paper, we use a slot antenna with straight taper feed for excitation and a novel parallel
modiﬁed SRR shape for achieving dual-band characteristics and circular polarization. The antenna
design procedure is discussed, and the eﬀect of antenna elements on S11 is investigated. Next, the
current distribution is studied and shows how SRR elements change the current distribution in the ﬁnal
antenna model. Axial ratio and radiation patterns are presented as evidence for circular polarization
in the ﬁnal antenna. The simulated results are compared with experimental ones. The ﬁnal antenna
covers 3.3–3.8 GHz used for WiMAX applications and 3.4–4.2 GHz used for IMT advanced system or
fourth generation (4G) mobile communication systems.
2. ANTENNA STRUCTURE
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the ﬁnal modeled antenna ground and feed geometry, respectively. The
ﬁnal antenna model contains a circular slot on the ground layer. A circular slot radius of 13.5 mm is
assumed, and a special form of SRR (split ring resonator) with parallel rings is used for miniaturization
and circular polarization. For modiﬁcation of the bandwidth and circular polarization, two triangular
section cuttings in the ground plane are made in the ﬁnal antenna.
The microstrip line feed of the proposed antenna is connected to a 50 Ω SMA connector as
shown in Fig. 1(b) with 2 mm width. The prototype antenna is simulated using HFSS for full-wave
electromagnetic ﬁeld simulation, and it is fabricated on an FR-4 low cost dielectric substrate with
relative permittivity of 4.4, loss tangent of 0.02, thickness of 1.6 mm and total area of 40 × 40 mm2 .
Fig. 1(c) shows the fabricated antenna, and four steps of the process of designing the antenna are
presented in Fig. 1(d). In addition, all dimensions are presented in Table 1.
3. METAMATERIAL MODELING
Metamaterials are known as artiﬁcial materials and can be designed using various shapes such as
SRR structures where the gaps identify left-hand capacitances, and strips identify inductances. These
metamaterial structures that have negative permittivity and negative permeability are known as double
negative metamaterials. The metamaterials are used for various applications such as reducing the
mutual coupling by controlling the electrical ﬁeld and antenna surface current [30]. For calculating
the permittivity and permeability, various techniques such as Nicolson-Rose as a method have been
developed, and these methods are based on scattering parameters with calculations done via Matlab.
For this purpose, the magnitude and phase of S11 and S21 for the unit cell are extracted using HFSS,
and the permittivity and permeability are obtained by Matlab [31].
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Figure 1. Geometrical model of the antenna. (a) Ground of antenna with the novel SRR, (b) corner
feed line, (c) the prototype fabricated antenna, (d) four-steps of the process of designing the antenna.
Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the proposed antenna.
parameter
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
r1
r2

mm
4
4
9
8
6
3
20
11
12

Based on periodic boundary conditions and Floquet port or wave port for a three-dimensional unit
cell, the S parameters are extracted, and by reﬂection and transmission, we can obtain S11 and S12 by
Eqs. (1) and (2) where d is the thickness of the slab, k the wavenumber, n the refractive index and
R01 = Z−1
Z+1 [31].


R01 1 − ei2nk0 d
(1)
S11 =
2 ei2nk0 d
1 − R01


2 ei2nk0 d
1 − R01
(2)
S21 =
2 ei2nk0 d
1 − R01
Using Equations (1) and (2), we can obtain Eq. (3) for impedance Z of the slab, and the refractive
index is calculated by Eq. (4). The permittivity (ε) and permeability (μ) are related to the refractive
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index and are obtained by ε = n/Z and μ = nZ, respectively [31].

2
(1 + S11 )2 − S21
Z = ±
2
(1 − S11 )2 − S21




1
ln(eink0 d ) + 2mπ − i ln(eink0 d )
n =
k0 d

(3)
(4)

In Fig. 2, we have shown the permittivity and permeability for the proposed unit cell in the antenna.
As shown here, the particles show negative real part of the permittivity and permeability for frequency
bandwidth in the range of 3.2–4 GHz where the proposed antenna generates circular polarization at this
frequency.

Figure 2. Real permittivity and permeability for the metamaterial unit cell.

4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3(a) shows the magnitude of S11 for antennas 1 to 4 in Fig. 1(d) in the range of 2–5 GHz. As
shown here, the ﬁrst antenna, (Ant. 1) has no any resonance in the range of 2–5 GHz when the two

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Magnitude of S11 (a) for antennas 1 to 4, (b) for antenna 4, obtained using simulation and
measurements.
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triangular truncated slots are used in the ground, and the second antenna covers 3.3–3.6 GHz. So the
truncated structure (Ant. 2) has larger bandwidth than the simple circular slot antenna. In the third
step, by adding rectangular slots, the axial ratio of the antenna is improved; however, the magnitude of
S11 is aﬀected a little. In this case, the eﬀective length is increased, and antenna impedance is matched
with larger bandwidth (covering 2.6–3.9 GHz), so that it can cover the WiMAX and Bluetooth systems.
Also, the ﬁrst resonance is reduced, so that the antenna can be miniaturized. Fig. 3(a) shows that
the ﬁnal antenna (Ant. 4) operates as a dual-band antenna in 2.3–3.45 and 3.85–4.65 GHz for Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, WiMAX and LTE applications and that in this bandwidth, VSWR is less than 2 (magnitude
of S11 < −10 dB) yielding 39% and 18% bandwidths respectively. Furthermore, comparison between the
simulation and experiment results obtained using HFSS and HP8722ET network analyzer is presented
in Fig. 2(b). The plots show that there is good matching between simulated and measured results.
Figure 4 shows simulations of the surface current vector distribution in HFSS for the ﬁnal prototype
antenna at 3.4 and 4.2 GHz for top and bottom faces in a 2D view. At the ﬁrst frequency, the antenna’s
largest current occurs at the edge of rectangular slot as shown in Fig. 4(a). The truncated slot plays an
important role by making a rotation in the current distribution, so that circular polarization is obtained
at 3.4 GHz. Fig. 4(b) shows the antenna current distribution at 4.2 GHz, and at this frequency, the
maximum value of the current is concentrated at the feed part with additive distribution. Therefore, the
antenna has linear polarization. By comparison between current distribution (Fig. 4) and metamaterial

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The prototype antenna surface current distribution at (a) 3.4 GHz, (b) 4.2 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Axial ratio (a) for the 4 steps of the design process, (b) for the ﬁnal antenna, obtained using
simulation and measurements.
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characteristics in Fig. 2, we realize that at 3.4 GHz the negative value of the metamaterial part has
caused a current distribution in opposite directions on the ring, and it has made circular polarization.
Figure 5(a) shows the axial ratio for antennas 1 to 4 in the range of 2–5 GHz. As shown here, axial
ratio of the ﬁrst antenna is more than 3 dB (over the 20 dB) in the range of 2–5 GH, and therefore, this
antenna has linear polarization (Ant. 1). In the second model (Ant. 2), when the corner truncation
is added to the slot antenna, the axial ratio is reduced in comparison to the ﬁrst antenna, but in this
case, the axial ratio is still more than 3 dB (over the 20 dB), and therefore, this antenna also has linear
polarization. In Ant. 3 by adding rectangular slots to the antenna, the axial ratio is reduced drastically
to 8–15 dB, and in this case, we have linear polarization, but the antenna shows more tendency for
achieving circular polarization. However, for achieving circular polarization in this case, we add a
metamaterial load to the antenna. In the prototype antenna, we achieve circular polarization with an
axial ratio less than 3 dB in the range of 2.9–3.65 GHz. Fig. 5(b) shows the measured and simulated

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. Radiation patterns. (a) 3D pattern at 3.4 GHz, (b) 3D pattern at 4.2 GHz, (c) pattern for
LHCP at 3.4 GHz, (d) pattern for RHCP at 3.4 GHz, (e) measured E-plane pattern at 3.4 GHz, (f)
measured H-plane pattern at 3.4 GHz.
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axial ratios of the ﬁnal antenna.
The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the antenna are presented in Fig. 6. The antenna
3D pattern simulations for 3.4 and 4.2 GHz are presented in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The antenna radiates
omni-directionally in the E-plane and approximately bi-directionally in the H-plane.
In addition, the antenna 3D patterns for LHCP (left-hand circular polarization) and RHCP (righthand circular polarization) at 3.4 GHz are shown, respectively, in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). As shown here, the
antenna gains are 3.71 dBi for the total gain and 3.65 and 3.55 dBi for LHCP and RHCP, respectively, at
3.4 GHz Therefore, the prototype antenna shows circular polarization. The measured radiation patterns
(co-polarization) of the prototype antenna at 3.4 GHz in the E-plane (y-z plane) and H-plane (x-z plane)
are shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f).
The antenna gain and eﬃciency are presented for the antenna, presented in Fig. 7. As shown here,
the antenna eﬃciency is more than 85% for the ﬁrst band and more than 80% for the second band and
typically is more than 80% in the range 2–5 GHz. The antenna gain is simulated and compared to the
measured value, and is around 3–4 dBi.

Figure 7. Simulated and measured gain, and simulation eﬃciency.

5. CONCLUSION
A novel shape for SRR is modiﬁed for achieving dual-bandwidth characteristics and circular polarization
for Wi-Fi and WiMAX applications. The antenna magnitude of S11 is compared in each case to show
the element eﬀect on the antenna. The ﬁnal antenna eﬃciency is more than 8% for 2–5 GHz. In this
antenna, parasitic elements and slots are used to generate a symmetrical distribution that results in
circular polarization in the antenna. We also show how the metamaterial characteristics of the unit cell
aﬀect antenna circular polarization.
In this antenna, we develope novel parasitic elements and slots to control the current distribution
that results in circular polarization in the antenna. In comparison with our previous research [32, 33], in
this paper, we show how the split ring produces double negative characteristics, and the antenna shows
good axial ratio where we have negative characteristics.
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